EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO ENJOY YOUR NEXT DREAM DESTINATION!

THE MEDITERRANEAN | NAPLES

BASE ADDRESS
Marina Sud Cantieri
Via Fasano, 23-31
Pozzuoli, Naples 80078
GPS POSITION: 40° 39’ 36’’- 14° 06’ 51’’
OPENING HOURS: 9am – 8pm

BASE MAP

BASE CONTACTS
If you need support while on your charter, contact the base immediately using the contact details in
this guide. Please contact your booking agent for all requests prior to your charter.
BASE MANAGER & CUSTOMER SERVICE:
Base Manager: Mario Ucchiello
Phone: +39 3383711099
Email: manager.naples@dreamyachtcharter.com
Customer Service Manager: Giuseppe Falanga
Phone: +39 3388274240
Email: base.naples@dreamyachtcharter.com

BASE FACILITIES
☒ Electricity
☒ Water
☒ Toilets
☒ Showers
☒ Laundry
☐ Swimming pool
☒ Wi-Fi

☒ Luggage storage
☒ Restaurant
☒ Bar
☒ Supermarket / Grocery store
☒ ATM
☐ Post Office

BASE INFORMATION
LICENSE
Sailing license required: ☒ Yes

☐ No

PAYMENT
The base can accept: ☒ Visa ☒ MasterCard ☐ Amex ☒ Cash
EMBARKATION TIME
Embarkation is at 5pm.
YACHT BRIEFING
All briefings are conducted on the chartered yacht and will take 40-60 minutes, depending on yacht
size and crew experience.
The team will give a detailed walk-through of your yacht’s technical equipment, information about
safe and accurate navigation, including the yacht’s navigational instruments, as well as mooring,
anchorage and itinerary help. The safety briefing introduces the safety equipment and your yacht’s
general inventory.
STOP OVERS

For all DYC charters starting and/or ending in Naples, the first and last night at the marina is free of
charge. In different days the charterer will pay a daily rate at the marina office.
DISEMBARKATION TIME
All boats have to return to base on Friday no later than 6pm and disembarkation is at 9am on Saturday
morning.
To assist in making checkout as smooth as possible, we ask that you arrive back at the base the
evening before disembarkation. The team will inspect your yacht’s equipment and a general visual
check of its interior and exterior. A diver will check its hull, keel, rudder(s) propeller(s) and /or bow
thruster. General inspection will take approximately one hour. Diesel will be refilled as well.
BAGGAGE
Please only take soft bags and not suitcases, as they would be too cumbersome onboard.
BASE AND EMERGENCY CONTACTS
• Base emergency telephone number: +39 3383711099
• Marina emergency telephone number: +39 0815261140
• Coastguard emergency telephone number: 1530
• VHF base channel: 74
• VHF marina channel: 72
• VHF emergency channel: 16

HOW TO GET THERE?
ACCESS BY PLANE
Naples International Airport: (NAP): The airport is 23km from the base, which is a 30-minute journey
by car/shuttle. Direct flights from New York with United Airlines or via London, Turkey or Ireland.
Please check the schedule on the airport website.
TRANSFERS FROM THE AIRPORT TO OUR BASE
If you need an organized transfer from the airport, please contact our base office. Major car rental
companies operate from the airport, please refer to the airport website for info, working hours and
contacts. Taxis are regularly available in front of the airport buildings.
ACCESS BY ROAD
If you are driving to Naples follow the signs for Tangenziale, the Naples bypass (autostrada A56) and
then exit in Pozzuoli via Campana. At the first crossroad after the exit, turn right following the road
signs for Marina Sud Cantieri which is about 1km away.
ACCESS BY BUS
You can reach the base by bus from Naples. Take bus number R7 to the bus station close to the
marina.
Information subject to change without notice.

PROVISIONING & RECOMMENDATIONS
BASE PROVISIONING SERVICE
This base provides a provisioning service:

☒ Yes

☐ No

LOCAL SUPERMARKET
Flordo Café
Via Roma 41, Pozzuoli, 80078
Opening hours may differ during public holidays and are subject to change without notice.

FUEL AND WATER
Fuel and water are conveniently available in the marina. Fuel is available upon request only during the
week.
HOTEL SUGGESTIONS:
• Mini Hotel
- Via San Gennaro Agnano 66, 80078, Pozzuoli
•

Villa Luisa
- Via Tripergola 50, 80078, Pozzuoli

RESTAURANT SUGGESTIONS:
• Vini e Cucina
•

Il Tritone

AREA GUIDE

Day
Monday - Saturday
Sunday

Time
8:30am – 8:30pm
8:30am – 2pm

LOCAL AREA INTRODUCTION
Naples is known for its fascinating archaeology, immersive culture and delicious food, but this part of
Italy offers something special when it comes to sailing.
The largest city in southern Italy, Naples has one of the world’s largest historic centers and is famous
for its UNESCO World Heritage status. A Naples yacht charter means you can sail the Tyrrhenian Sea
and island hop the Pontine Islands, Phlegraean Islands, Capri and the Amalfi coast.
From Sorrento to Positano and Ischia to Ponza, the historic coastline around Naples and its islands
boast abundant nature reserves, mouth-watering Mediterranean cuisine and the living history of
ancient civilizations.
Naples sailing charters give you a taste of the ancient world while offering modern comforts at wellappointed marinas.
To sail Naples, you will need a sailing license that is recognized by the local port authorities, or you
can hire a skipper.
TOP THINGS TO DO IN NAPLES:
1. Explore Procida’s Chiaiolella Beach: Procida is a classic Italian fisherman’s island that has
been loved since the days of the Romans and Greeks. Corricella Bay is where you will find
the pretty waterfront with colored houses and is a perfect place to spend a night at the anchor.
Don’t miss Procida’s sunny Chiaiolella Beach with its shallow waters.

2. Enjoy the thermal activity on Ischia: Sail to Forio village on Ischia’s north coast and spend
the day exploring the city and swimming in Poseidon Thermal swimming pool. Head to
Sant’Angelo on Ischia with its hot sandy beaches where you can see steam rising from
volcanic activity. The medieval Aragonese Castle can be reached by a causeway and is also
worth a stop.
3. Visit the Roman port on Ventotene: The Pontine Island of Ventotene is famous for its
Roman port and stunning natural beauty. You can also sail to the museum island of Santo
Stefano and visit its prison that closed more than 70 years ago.
4. Marvel at Capri’s rock formations: Capri is known for its glamorous jet set crowd, but
when it comes to things to do in Capri, some may find the Faraglioni rock formations more
impressive. The three towering stacks jut out of water and one has an arch that you can kayak
through. Locals have names for the stacks and they are home to wildlife.
5. See the wonder of the Amalfi coast: There is so much to see, from Praiano’s beaches with
its Furore Fiord complete with bridge that spans across the rocks for amazing views. Make
sure you sail to Sorrento and watch the sunset from Terrazza dell’Infinito, or see the colorful
stacked houses in the cliffs at Positano.
6. Spend two days on Ponza: Ponza’s many bays, rocks and caves make this island a fantastic
itinerary stop. In particular, you will want to spend time at Chiaia di Luna bay and Frontone.
You’ll need two days in Ponza to include time at the uninhabited island of Palmarola.

CURRENCY:

Euro (EUR)

VOLTAGE:

220V

DIALING CODE:

+39

INTERNET
Generally, the Wi-Fi in most cities and towns in the Bay of Naples is good. You’ll find plenty of WiFi hotspots at bars and restaurants and hotels. Our base has Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi is also available on your
Naples yacht rental for an additional fee.
ENVIRONMENT
• Respect your surroundings and leave no footprints in the sand
• Only use the engine or genset when needed (fill up your tanks for the water maker at the
docks when you can)
• Recycle your garbage in the correct containers at the marina
• Respect regulations around marine reserves and private islands where disembarking is not
permitted
REGULATIONS
There are regulations for the marine parks: Regno di Nettuno and Punta Campanella marine area make sure you read up on them before you go.
Information subject to change without notice.

SAILING CONDITIONS
SAILING AREA
Begin your Naples yacht charter from our base in Marina Sud Cantieri in Pozzuoli, a quick sail from
the island of Procida with its colorful waterfront. The central location of our base makes it easy to
explore the sights, sounds, smells and taste of Naples and its famous coastline.

Ashore you can climb the mighty Vesuvius and tour its smoking, volcanic crater with an impressive
view out over the bay. Or, you can wander the preserved treasures at Pompeii or Herculaneum, which
were consumed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79AD.
Wherever you sail in Naples, be sure to sip an Aperol spritz and watch the sun go down, or dine on
fresh seafood and authentic pasta dishes.
Naples is also known for its people that are as warm and sunny as its climate, where you can enjoy
good weather between May and October.
WEATHER
The best time to for Naples sailing charters is between spring and fall. The summer months are the
warmest and also the most popular time to visit. Naples has a long sailing season and you might want
to consider the low season and enjoy the warmer weather and fewer crowds.
The temperature in Naples in summer averages 91ºF with sea temperatures in summer as warm as 77º
F.
TEMPERATURE
Climate in Naples:
• Summer high: The July high is around 86ºF
• Winter low: The January low is 41ºF
WIND SYSTEMS
The sailing conditions for a Naples yacht charter in the spring and summer include SE and SW winds.
Except for some small areas, such as Palmarola Island and north of Ischia, sailing is very easy without
too many navigational challenges.
LOCAL FORECAST
You can find Naples specific weather forecasts on VHF 68, the Windfinder website
and MeteoAM.

